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FOREWORD
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on June 30, 1972, and covers work done between May 1, 1969 and June 30, 1972.

This project was under the general direction and supervision of Dr.

J. McCallum. Battelle personnel who have contributed to the various aspects

of the work are:

Dr. E. W. Brooman - Accelerated Testing, Literature Review, and
Failure Analysis

Mr. P. W. Cover - Increased Battery Life and Cell Fabrications

Mr. R. L. Gibbs - Facility Maintenance

Mrs. D. M. Johnson - Literature Review

Mr. 0. L. Linebrink - Facility Maintenance

Dr. A. H. Reed - Accelerated Testing, Increased Battery Life, Cell
Fabrication, Failure Analysis, and Literature Review

Mr. E. A. Roeger, Jr. - Accelerated Testing, Data Analysis, Facility
Maintenance, Failure Analysis, and Literature
Review

Dr. R. E. Thomas - Strees-Strain Models and Accelerated Testing

Dr. A. Fleischer. Consultant, 466 South Center Street, Orange, New

Jersey 07050, has provided guidance in aspects of the program dealing with

cell fabrication and failure analysis.

Mr. Gerald H. Miller, AFAPL/POE-l, is the cognizant Air Force

Scientist. His efforts helped direct the work in two laboratories toward the

needs of the U.S. Air Force.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force Approvai of

the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange

and stimulation of ideas.
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Chief
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes accomplishments during a three year work period

on several tasks and subtasks as follows:

Task I. Accelerated Life Tests. Accelerated life tests for sealed

cells were planned and given preliminary examination in the laboratory with 5

groups of 5 cells in each group. Specially prepared demountable cells having

internal heaters were constructed with thin, commercially prepared nickel and

cadmium electrodes. In one experiment, uniform temperatures of -20, -5, +10,

+25, and +40 C were imposed and the effects of temperature on cell life was

negligible. In a companion experirent having internal heaters at +40 C, the

rates of degradation of cell qualities was accelerated about 10 times for each

30 degree temperature difference between inside and outside. In another experiment

different discharge rates of C/2, C, 2C, 4C, and 8C were imposed with uniform cell

temperatures of 25 C. A 10-times increase in discharge rate appeared to yield about

a 30-times increase in the rate as which cell qualities degraded. In a companion
experiment having internal heaters at +40 C, a 10-times increase in discharge rate
appeared to yield about a 100-times increase in the quality-degradation rate. In

another experiment with limiting cadmium electrodes, the effects of depth of charge

were found to be much smaller than anticipated from ptblished information. A

faccor Of 10-times in the product of (depth of discharge x cycles) was required

to yield an apparent degradation of capacities by a factor of only 2-times. A

theoretical basis for accelerated life tests was refined and expanded by analogy

with sprines and dashpots. Ideal springs always store energy. Ideal dashpots

always diIssipate energy. This report correlates dashpot analogs though On~ager's

reciprocal relations and correlates for the first time, spring analogs with the

Tribus relations for thermostatics.

Task II. Improved Cells. Prototype nickel-cadmium cells were built witb the

iollowing improvements: (1) thicker plaques, (2) thicker substrates, (3) moderate pore

filling, (4) prolonged final washing of electrodes, (5) electrode matching, (6) poly-

propylene separator, (7) solid nickel termiuals, combs, and tabs, and (8) "Mercury-

cell"-grade potassium hydroxide. Comparative testing shows longer cell life with

the incorporation of these improvements.

Task III. Supporting Studies. (a) Routines for maintaining a battery

testing laboratory were worked out. (b) Procedures for analyzing large quantities

of test data were recommended. (c) A physical and mathematical basis for combining
.
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ABSTRACT (Continued)

springs, dashpots, inertial masses, and their analogs was developed. (d) Thermo-

physical properties for the components of cells, and .-r batteries of cells were

determined for resistance/capacitance networks and calculations were experimentally

verified. (e) A battery information index having about 2200 documents was produced

as a result of active engagements by the project personnel with the published

technical literature throughotot the course of the contractual prosram.

iv
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FAILURE MECHANISMS AND ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS 4 )
I OF NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES

J. McCallum and G. H. Miller

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

This final report summarizes a three-year program to develop concepts

concerning accelerated testing of sealed spacecraft cells and batteries and to

verify the concepts. The theoretical framework previously proposed(1'2,3)*

for both the United States Air Force and NAbA shows that degradation of cell and

battery performance should be controlled by applied stresses. Each stress is

asaumed linearly proportional to both the associated strains and to strain rates

applied to the system. Furthermore, stresses were identified as intensity gra-

dients for the degradation of various energy forms. The intensity gradients most

pertinent to battery life and performance were identified as voltage gradients,

temperature gradients, pressure gradients, and concentration gradients. This

identification of stresses with gradients led to what was called the "gradient

hypothesis", which says: All aging is caused by intensity gradients with their

strains and strain rates. Therefore, the main objective of new work was to dis-

cover one or more accelerated test procedures. Also, efforts were planned to

develop n!Lkel-cadmium cells with longer life by designing the components so they

would operate at streso levels lower than those found in present-day cells.

The work on this progr&m was divided into the following three tasks:

Task I. Accelerated Testing. The purpose of this task was

to provide experimental evidence for the validity

of selected tests and their theoretical basis.

Task II. In:vrased Battery Life. The work of this task

involved designing aPd developing nickel-cadmium

cell components so the cells would operate atIlower stress levels. This task complements Task I
by using the same stress-strain and stress-strain rate

phenomena for opposing purposes.

* References are listed on page 58.
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Task III. Supporting Studies. This task was divided into five

subtasks:

(a) Facility Maintenance. This work involved main-

taining the equipment in the Battery Laboratory

of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base in L atate of readi-

ness to perform the experimental portion of

this program.

(b) Data Analysis. Simulated orbital life

tests b6gun under Contract No. AF 33(165)-3701

were! continued under this contract. Cells that

failed during these tests were analyzed for failure

determinants and failure mechanisms.

(c) Stress-Strain Models. A mathematical model based

on springs and dashpots was developed to describe

the aging of an energy storing device. An objec-

tive was to improve the theoretical basis for new

accelerated test procedures and improved cells

in Tasks X and 11.

(d) Thermophysical Properties. Thermophysical pro-

pertias were determined for individual cell com-

ponents so that improved models of heat flow in

cells and batteries could be used to predict

improved designs for cells and batteries.
(e) Literature Review. A continuing review of litera-

ture in the field of nickel-cadmium battery technology

and accelerated testing was performed to help keep

project personnel up to date in the field.

Each of these tasks and subtasks is discussed in detail in subsequent sections of

this report.

21



15 TASK I. ACCELERATED LInE TESTS

A Physical Basis for Accelerated Life Tests

In previous work for the U. S. Air Force(1,2) a theoretical basis for

accelerated life tests was prorosed. Development of fundamental concepts was

continued for NASA. During this new contract period, fundamental concepts

were refined and enlarged upon, as explained in sections to follow.

Table I, shows earlier relationships proposed for generalized stress-

strain and stress-rate-of-strain involving eight forms oý energy. For accelerated

life testin¶1 of batteries, only four forms of energy were deemed to be germane,

namely, (1) three dimensional mecha..ical energy in Row 3, (2) electrical energy

in Row 4, (3) thermal energy in Row 5, and (4) chemical energy in Pow 6. For

each energy form, the primary cause of "aging" and shortened life was attributed

to stresses. Stresses were associated with gradients of the intennity factors

from Column 3, as given in Column 5 for the "Flux Generality" and in Column 7 for

the "Stress-Strain Generality", namely gradients ot pressure, voltage, temperature,

and concentration. This prior work thereby led to aforementioned "gradient

hypothesis".

One of the unusual aspects of -his approach to accelerated life tests

was an implication that temperature, itself, was not a sLress whereas temperature

gradient was a stress. This implication is unusual because of weil established

and well known associations of chemical reaction rates with temperature and

because of allied associations of chemical reaction rates with "aging". To remain

con1sistent with the gradient hypothesis, therefore it was supposed that an increase

of temperature could create or change gradients of concentrations, voltages, and/or

pressures. Thereby, the various kinds of intensity gradients should be associated

with an absolute value of uniform temperatures. This sort of re~soning was in

mind during the planning of the experimental program. Thus, the next section of

this r2port describes two parts of an experiment in which variables were supposedly

controll.ed identikally except that in one part of the experiment cell temperatures

were held uniform, in the other part, internal temperature gradients were imposed.

Similarly, another experimenc, described later uinder Rate of Disch?.r~e has two

parts: one with internal temperature gradients and one without temperature gradients.

A third experiment described later under Depth of Discharge extended the

testing of the gradient hypothesis, as follows. In the context of Table 1, depth

of discharge appears as an amount factor per unit in Column 7 of Row 4. Voltage

3



gradients were thereby implied to be the stress d. ectly associated with the ,

u •various le-els of depth of discharge. At the same time, the earlier theoretical
U framework implied existance of gradients of pressure, temperature, or con-

centration somehow coupled with the voltage gradients. Voltage gradient, of

S course, are directly coupled to electrical charge per unit area, that is,

S the depth of discharge. Therefore, the Dep-:h of Discharge Experiment was planned

to provide physical evidence for how and to what extent these various stresses

were related te each other and to the electrical strain called depth of discharge.
a fourth e~aletwspandwith vrigconcentrations of cerbonate

in the electrolyte. This experiment was devised because large carbonate con-

S centrations had frequently been found to be associated with failure mechanisms,

Moreover, concentration gradients show in Row 6 of Table I as one of the important

stresses and an experiment designed to study this stress under controlled condi-

tions seemed to be a very desiraole experiment to perform. In the actual C-urse

of events, however, the Carbonate Experiment was abandoned when Barney and tatotti

published their comprehensive findings on the "Effects of Carbonates on Charge

and Discharge Characteristics of Sealed Nickel-Cadmium Cells. herefore, the
f effects of carbonate received little direct study during this contractual period.

Nevertheless, the above mentioned knowledge from Barney and Catotti as well as
(2,4)results from this project shows the effects of carbonate concentration to be

consistent with the physical basis for structuring an accelerated life test. In

•I the meantime, the physical concepts and relationships continued under development

with the three tasks of this program.
_ In Subtask Ill(e) on "Stýz..s-Strain Models", the fundamental concepts

inherent in Table I continued to be refined and improved. First of all, the

stress-strain mo6el was celated to wechanical springs and mechanical dashpots.

An ideal spring is a mechanical device in which mechanical stress is proportional
to mechanical strain. An ideal dashpot is a mechanical device in which stress is
proportional to strain rate. Real examples of springs and dashpots are given by

the springs and the shock absorbers on automobiles, respectively. The first six

rows of energy forms in Table I were then related by analogy with ideal springs

and ideal dashpots. The final results of these deliberations are given in Table XIII.

The spring and dashput analogies were utilized for the purpose ok

emphasizing these most Important points:

Point (a). Ideal spring (and their analogs) always store

energy and never dissipate energy, whereas

Point (b). Ideal dashpots (and their analogs) always

dissipate energy and never store energy.(6)
4



TABLE 1. GENERALIZED STXESS- IN AND ST£ESS-RATE-O-STRAIN IREATIONSHIPS
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Real springs and dashpots are never ideal and behive as though there

were mixtures of springs and dashpots in real devices. Fortunately, the rules

are well worked out for combining springs in series or in parallel with other

springs or with dashpots. Fortunately too, mathematical descriptions of

thermal and electrical analogs of mechanical springs, dashpots, and inertial

masses are also well worked out. Unfortunately, however, some of the basic

definitions for electrical and thermal components are inverted from analogous

definitions for mechanical components. The inversions are unfortunate because

they sometimes cause similar physical situations to be described differently.

For example, electrical voltages in series are additive and voltages in parallel

are the same on each device whereas mechanical forces in series are the same

on each device and fo:ces in parallel are additive. Even so, forces are analogous

with voltages in several ways and a physical basis for accelerated life tests

depends on the proper understanding and use of "forces", "displacements", "stresses",

"1 strains", "strain-rates", and their analogs.

During the new contract period, considerable thought was given to

refinements and improvements in the general concepts inherent in Table I. Note-

worthy accomplishments are as follows with reference to Table I:

* Generalized forces are intensity factors in Column 3.

* Generalized displacements are amount factors in Column 4.

* The mathematical product of force times displacement should

give appropriate units of work. Heat energy In Row 5 is an

exception to this general'zation. Therefore, suggestions

have been made(7) that !ntensity and amount factors for heat

energy should be sought and developed such that (a) their

mathematical product gives units of thermal work and (b) the

new intensity factor has all the properries of temperature.

A dimension of velocity is suggested as the appropriate new

unit to be developed as the appropriate intensity factor ior

thermal energy. Then, heat would be treated as kinetic energy

with an amount factor of momentum in accordance with Row 7.

e Generalized stresses and strains differ from generalized forces

and displacements by the geometry of the components under consi-

deration. Thus, the mathematical product of stress times strain

should give appropriate units of work/volume, whereas force times

displacement gives work.

Preceding page blank 7
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* There are cwo kinds of stresses. They have different units.

They can interact with one another through common units yet

they are conceptually quite different. The first kind of

stress appears as analogs of springs for the storage of

energy, wherein stress is proportional tG strain. The second

kind of stress appears as analogs of dashpots for the dissipa-

tion of energy, wherein stress is proportional to strain rate.

aThe spring analog f thermal stress is temperaturen the dashpot

analog of thermal stress is temperature gradient. Similarly,

the spring analog of chemical stress is concentration and the

dashpot analog of a chemical stress is a concentration gradient.

At the same time these distinctions are noted about stresses,

the associated distinctions obout straine and strain-rates

must be noted also. The spring analog of strain will have

units of amounts/volume. The dashpot analogs of strain races

will describe fluxes having units of amounts/(area'time).

Then, the spring analogs of stress times strain always give

units of work/volume. The dashpot analogs of stress times strain-

rate always give units of power/volume - work/(volume'time).

* The various dashpot analogs in Column 5 are related to each
(8)

other through Onsager's reciprocal relations. Onsager's

relations state that any given flux on the left-hand side of

the equations in Column 5 is equal to the sum of the contri-

butions to that flux caused by all the intcnsity gradients on

the right-hand side of the equation in Column 5. Readers may

note, of course, that forms of energy Exist which are not

in Table I and, therefore Onsager's relations are not limited

to information in Column 5. However, since the important forms

of energies in batteries have been judged to be limited to

mechanical, electrical, thermal, and chemical, let us use the

letters Me, E, T, and C as subscripts to denote these respective

energy forms from Rows 3 through 6. Then, using the intensity

factors and amount factors from Columns 3 and 4 with their respective

symbols, the Onsager relations state as follows:

8



W(la)(MV/at) - kM P/x + Ea +kMeT-T/x + e /a x 'i)
ieMe apel ax eETF3y aT+ k*eCd'/x Alf

(1/a) (aQ/at) kEM aP/ax + kEE" aE//ax + kET aT/ax + kECD C/ax (2)

(lia)(Dq/Dt) = kTMC. aP/ax + kr" *E/Dx + 1  3TT aT/ax + kTC" aC/ax (3)

(l/a)(aM/at) = kCMe. 3P/ax + kCE" 3E/3%- -;- kCT* 3T/ax + kcc' aC/•x , (4)

To read these equations consider the second, the electrical flux

relation, which might be read as follows:

"The amount of e.1.ectrical charge, aQ, per unit area, a, per unit

of time, 3., is called 'an electrical flux' and the total flux

is equal to tkre sum of the electrical flux caused by a pressure

gradient plus the electrical flux caused by a voltage gradient 4
plus the elecrvical flux caused by a temperature gradient plus

the electrical flux caused by a concentration gradient."

The other equations above can be read similarly. Obv-ously, the major

portion of each flty will be associated with ita directly related

gradient in Rows 3 through 6. But any portion of flux occurring

as a result of coupling with the other gradients also contributes

to the dissipattion of energy in the device. The above Onsager

relations in appropriate combinations are a vital part of a

physical basis for accelerated life tests,

9 Another vital part of a physical basis for accelerated life tests(17)
is indicated by the Tribus relationships. These relationships

utilize analogs of spring wherein the stress units are intensity

factors in Column 3 and strain units are amount/volume. Using,

then, the amount factors in Column 4 with brackets to denote the

respective amounts/volume, thc. Tribus relations state as follows:

-[VI/ax k + eE"E/ax + kT-aT/ax +5

a[QJ/ax k E a* P/3x +k EE 3E /ax + kET* aT/ax + PýC ac/ax ý6)

V]/x - MeeaP/x + kE aE/ax + keT' aT/ax + k4ec 'C/ax (7)

a[M]/ax k' •P/3x + k' ,t/ax + aT!/ax + k ac•Cx ()

MeCE CT c
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In the above equations the 3x values cancel out of all u.rms. When
the 1;: term is deleted, the result is a direct stress-strain rela--

tionship such that strains are amounts/volume and stresses are

intensities and stress eimes strain has units of work/volume.

The coefficients in both the Onsager and iTr the Tribus relationships

are called "reciprocal" relations because cross coefficients with

the same subscript symbols are numerically equal. Foz exxkmple,

"k in the first Onsager relation Equation (1) abole is equal to k E in• • •H~~~~~eE",' nteirtrbu

Equation (2). Akewise, k'e in the first Tribus relation Equation (5) is
equal to k'e in Equation (6).

Insofar as the degradation of qualities is brought about by the

physical movement or rearrangement of physical matter, only inter-

actions of stresses and fluxes involving matter cause aging. This

mieans kEE, kET, kTE, kTT' (l/a)(¼Q/at), and (1/a)(aq/at) are not

f directly associated with failure mechanisms. All other terms and

couplings in the Onsager relations are.

* All the Onaager and Tribus relations behave as a simple Maxwell

element of springs and dashpots in a series. Therefore, the time

to failure is given by an Equation of the type:

tf = (b/k)ln[x(o)/(L-LF)] • (9)

Here, LF is the predefined failure extension of the Maxwell element."4

L is the experimental constant extension at which the device

is held from time t to time tf.

x(o) is the difference between the equilibrium extension of

the device at "tme t and extension L.
0

b is the combined dashpot constant.

k is the combined spring constant

Because x(o), L, and LF will be fixed for any given test condition,

it is seen that the timt• to failure depends primari.y on the ratlo

of the dashpot co'nstant to the spring constant, b/k.

9 For a valid accelerated life test the above rAtio cf constants,

b/k, must be made to decrease with increasing stress levels. If

values of b/k can be determit I to be a function of some experimentally



controlled variable z such that b/k f(z), this relation may then

be used to obtain an extrapolated time to failure at a "normal"

condition of stress levels.

Tha above conclusions and accomplishments with regard to a physical. basis

for accelerated life tests require further quantitative development. However, the

general Onsager and Tribus relationships in combination appear to provide a suffi-

cient basis for describing accelerated life tests. Further work is needed to authelti-

cate the general validity of these relationships.

Temperature and Temperature Gradients

Details of the two experiments summarized below are given in a special

report titled, "Temperature and Temperature Gradients for Accelerated Life Tests

(Nickel-Cadmium Cells". Briefly summarized, cycling tests were performed on

groups of five cells each at ambient temperatures of -20, -5, 10, 25, and 40 C and

both with and without temperature gradients. Special demountable cells with internal

hearers were made and used to provide an internal cell temperature of 40 C for those

cells with temperature gradients.

In all these cells, the failure determinant was a loss of capacity at

the positive electrode. Actually, both positive and negative electrodes lost sub-

stantial ampere-ho'r capacity during the tests and the negative electrodes lost

the most. However, failures to discharge within test specification times were

caused by inadequate capocities at the positive electrodes and so failure deter-

minants were associated with the positives.

All cells in these experiments were made with thin, commercial electrodes

from special aircraft batteries. As part of the failure analysis, these electrodes

were found to contain substantial quantities of soluble nitrate impurities. A

strong odor of ammonia emmanated from all demountable cells after the tests. As

a result of these and other findings during failure analysis, the failure mechanism

was associated with a "nitrate-nitrite shuttle" which acted like a partial internal

electrical short. Thu same mechanism appeared to control all failures and degrada-

tions of qualities. Because the failure mechanism appeared to be the same for all

cells, the accelerated life test was deemed to be a valid life test.

In these experiments, the effect of a constant temperature level on

degradation cf cell qualities appeared to be negligible. On the other hand, cells

with maximum temperature gradients gave an acceleration factor of about 35 compared

11



with cells in the same tests but with no temperature gradient. Thus, in the five

tests at +40, +25, +10, -5, and -20 C both inside and outside the cells, the rate

of change of vcltage qualities per cycle was practically the same for all cells.

On the other hand, with the five tests having the same five external temperatures but

with all cells having the same internal temperature of +40 C for all testR, the

acceleration factors appeared to increase about 10 times for each 30-degree

differential between internal and external temperatures. Both tests had large

and mostly unexplained differences between cells but the statistics suggest that

the above conclusions are correct with at least a 70 percent probability.

tell temperatures varying between +40 and -20 C were expected to show

significant differences in the rates at which cells failed. The fact that no 4

such effect was observed is attributed to the particular failure mechanism, namely

the "nitrate shuttle". Thus, it is supposed that the concentration of the very

soluble nitrates was unaffected by the absolute level of temperature. The rate

of the nitrate-nitrite reactions with active electrode materials also appeared

to be unaffected by the absolute temperature level. The net result was an absence

of any observable effect of temperature level on cell life. On the other hand,

the effect of temperature gradients waa to bring about nonuniform gradients of

all kinds within cells as explained in the next section of this report.

From the viewpoints of a physical basis for accelerated life tests described

in the preceding section, temperature and temperature gradients are possibly

important any time temporature appears in the Onsager or in the Tribus relationships.

Thus, from the previously written Onsager relations, temperature gradieuts can

cause:

(a) Volumes to move by convection or by osmosis

(b) Charge to move by the Soret effect or by concentration

gradients

(c) Chemicals to move by convection or by concentration gradients.

The absolute temperature itself can increase or decrease:

(a) Volume by expansions or by contractions

(b) Electrical charge through ionizations or by changing

solubilities

(c) Chemical concentration by changing solubilities or by changing

chemical reaction rates as expected from the Arrhenius equation. (7)

12



In the above particular experiments, it appears that convection and

concentration gradients may have been responsible ior the accelerations found

with temperature gradients but not with uniform temperatures.

In future experiments involving temperature gradients it is recommended

that heaters be placed outside rather than inside, as was done with these experi-

ments. Thereby, the variations between cells in the same tests would be expected

to be much more closely controlled.

Rate of Discharge

Details of the two experiments summarized below are given in a special

report titled, "Rate of Discharge for Accelerated Life Tests of Nickel-Cadmium

Cells". (10) Briefly summarized, cycling tests were performed on groups of five cells

each discharged to 50 percent depth and at C/2, C, 2C, 4C, and 8C rates. Environ-

mental temperature was 25 C for both experiments but one experiment of five groups

had specially constructed internal heaters maintained at +40 C.

The failure determinant and failure mechanism for these cells were found

to be the same as those described in the previous section, namely, an excessive

loss of capacity at positive electrodes caused by the "nitrate-nitrite shuttle".mAl

The effect of temperature gradients with these two experiments confirmed

the effects mentioned in the previous section, namely, a temperature difference 4

of about 30 degrees between heaters inside and environmental temperature outside

appeared to give about a 10 times increase in acceleration factors compared with

similar cells having unLform temperature. In these rate of discharge experiments,

however, the effect of temperature gradient on an acceleration factor appears to

be favored with about a 95 percent probability compared to a 70 percent probability

in the previous two temperature experiments.

The effect of rate of discharge was relatively large. Thus, acceleration

factors increased about 30 times for each 10-times increase in discharge rates.

Unfortunately, the observed differences were also large between cells in the same

group and, because of these large varlations, confidence in the above conclusion

is not as high as it should be for a widely accepted accelerated life test. The

probability is at least 70 percent in favor of rate of discharge as a useful

strain-rate for accelerating the life tests of batteries.

The acceleration factors for temperature gradients combined

with acceleration factors from rates of discharge give about a 100-times increase

13



in acceleration factors for each 10-times increase in rate of discharge. These

important findings imply that future life tests with nickel-cadmium batteries

might be accelerated two ways. First, by discharging 10-times faster

and with an imposed temperature gradient, a cell could be made to degrade in

quality perceptably with, perhaps 1 percent of the normal number of cycles to

the same level of degradation. Second, if discharge rftes are increased i;-

times, it follows that the duration of each cycle couLd be shortened. The

combination of discharge rates with temperature gradients, therefore might

shorten the duration of an accelerated life test as much as 1000 times.

From the viewpoints of a physical basie for accelerated life tests,

rate of discharge is possibly important whenever rate of discharge can be

associated with one of the parallel stresses in the Onsager and Tribus relations.

Thi; main effect to be associated with rates of discharge would be expected to

be voltage gradients. This expectation follows because variation in rate of

discharge for any given cell design becomes a current density variable. However.

concentration gradients associated with current densities may be more important,

insofar as the physical movement and rearrangement ef matter is concerned.

Thereby, concentration gradients become directly coupled with current densities.

It, addition, the relationship between current densities and temperature becomes

more pronounced with increasing current densities because Joule heating is

proportionate to the square of the current. With Joule heating, nonuniformities

of temperature are to be expected. With nonuniformities, aging effects can be

expected to accumulate faater as smaller areas are "attacked" separately.

In this particular experiment, the main effect of increasing current

densities appears to have been the associated increased concentration gr'dient&

which, in turn, enhanced the adverse effect of the "nitrate-nitriti. shuttle".

Depth of Dischacge

Details of this experiment are given in a special report titled,

"Depths of Discharge for kccelerated Life Tests of Cadmium Electrodes.(11)

Briefly sutmarized, cycling tests were performed with thin cadmium electrodes

taken from the same commercial cells as used to build demountable cells for the

previously mentioned experiments. Portions of the commercial cadmium electrodes

were cut to 1-1/2 by 3 inches and placed between two pieces of nickel-oxide
electrodes, 2-3/4 by 5-1/2 inches. Tne electrodes were wrapped with perforated

polypropylene separators, placed in special Lucite cells, and flooded with KOH

electrolyte. After careful matching of electrodes for similar electrical performances

14
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and for state of charge, five cells were placed in each group and the five test

groups were cycled as followst

Additional Depth of DischArge Discharge Time, Charge Tim3,
Beyond an Initial 10 percent minutes minutes

10 6 12

20 12 24

40 24 48

60 36 72

80 48 96 4

One electrode ,zas removed, from each test group for characterization

and analysis after 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 cycles. Otherwise, all cti1s and 4

groups were supposedly identical in content and in experimental conditions.

The net result of this fairly sophisticated experiment was I
that depth of discharge has a relatively small effect on the quality of cadmium

electrodes. There difinitely was a decrease in utilizable cadmium in those elec-

trodes having the combinations of large depth of discharge with large number of A

cycles. A factor of about 10 times in this product of (depth of discharge).(number

of cycles) was required to observe a 2 times decrease in available capacity.

Very little cadmium was observed to migrate out of the electrodes. The relatively

small losses of capacity were attributed to a change in structure of the charged 4

cadmium. The charged cadmium may also have become buried or hidden in pores with

the extensive cycling so that it became electrically Isolated and could not be

oxidized. Evidence for this latter mechanism is indicited by a series of photo-

micrographs and chemical analyses for portions of electrodes going through these

depth of discharge tests.

From a practical point of view, the use of depth of discharge to arrive

at a valid accelerated life test was anticipated because of widespread information

in the literature which makes, or implies, such claims. Francis reviews some
o~ te reevan infrmaton.(12)of the relevant information. If depth of discharge does, in fact, accelerate

the failure rate of sealed nickel-cadmium cells, such an effect must be associated

with the positive electrodes or with other variables not studied in this experiment. -

From the viewpoint of the prceviously described physical basis for an

accelerated test, thee is no reason to expect that depth of discharge, itself,

would have anything directly to do with aging mechanism. This reasoning follows 5

because depth of discharge is analogous with releasing some of the displacement
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oA a spring. So long as the spring, or its analog is an ideal spring, energy

- wcild either be stored or be given back from storage and only the associated

dashpot components would contribute to irreversibility of the processes. Future

work will be required to identify the dashpot analogs that should be associated
with depth of discharge. Even more work will be required to identify experimentp'

conditions where the dashpot components can be measured and where the dashpot

coefficient, "b", will have a significant effect on the time-to-failure, tf in

the previously itemized failure Equation (9).

Verification Tests

Contractually, the verification tests wer. designed to "include normal

-* (real-time) and accelerated tests in order to verify that the failure rates and
mechauisms of the accelerated tests correspond to those experienced in the real-
time testing". The verification Lests were set up with commercial cells to con-

firm euidence described previously in preliminary tests using specially demountable

cells. Two new tests were proposed, (1) a charge strain-rate test using 20 ampere-

hour sealed cells and (2) a discharge strain-rate test using 6 ampere-hour sealed

cells.

Test Design

Charge Strain-Rate Test. This test consists of five groups of six cells

each. The test parameters are listed in Table II. Each group is charged at

different Step 1 rates of charge to a voltage limit, at which time the charge is

switched to the Step 2 rate of charge. Although the charge rate swit,•hover is caused

by a voltage ccntroller on the group voltage, the switchover is set up on the first

cycle sq that it occurs exactly when the cells beccme 100 percent recharged. The

voltage of the group at 100 percent recharge on the firRt cycle is then used for

the switchover voltage during charge for the remainder of the life tests. The

Step 1 and Step 2 charge times add to a total 3-hotir charge period. This

procedure was used because of the impurlties found in these cells (described

later in the report).

The discharge portion of each cycle is 7.5 amperes for 1 hour so

t the lowest charge rate is able to replace the discharged capacity with :,

- a..imum overcharge of 13 percent.
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TABLE II. VERIFICATION TEST PLAN I
Charge Current High Charge Discharge Discharge

Group Step 1, Step 2, Time, Current Time,
No. amp aulp min amp min

Charge Strain-Rate Te3t (20 amp-hr Cells)

C-I 48.0 2.0 9.4 7.5 60.0

C-2 24.0 2.0 18.8 7.5 60.0

C-3 12.0 2.0 37.5 7.5 60.0

C-4 6.0 2.0 75.0 7.5 60.0

C-5 3.0 2.0 150.0 7.5 60.0

Discharge Strain-Rate Test (6 u•iD-hr Cells)

D-1 3.0 0.6 60.0 3.0 60.0

D-2 3.0 0.6 60.0 6.0 30.0

D-3 3.0 0.6 60.0 12.0 15.0

D-4 3.0 0.6 60.0 24.0 7.5

D-5 3.0 0.6 60.0 48.0 3.8

4
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Selected cells are to be. removed from each group for parametric failure

during the life of the group. One cell will be removed when its quality has degraded

one-third of the difference between its initial and failure qualities. A second

cell will be removed when its quality has degraded by two-thirds. In this manner,
Sanalysis can be peiformed on two parametric failures and still leave four cells

to complete the test. Any cell's quality which fails below its failure quality

will be removed immediately from test for iailure analysis.

Discharge Strain-Rate Test. This test consists of five groups of six

cells each. The test parameters are also listed in Table II. Each group is

charged at the Step 1 rate of charge (3.0 amperes) for 60 minutes and then switched

to the Step 2 rate of charge (0.6 ampere) for the remainder of the 3-hour

charge period. Although the charge rate switchover is caused by a voltage controllar

on the group voltage, the switchover is set up on the first cycle so that it occurs

exactly after the cells have been charged at the Step 1 rate for 1 hour. The

cells are then subjected to 2 hours at the Step 2 rate of charge. This procedure

was used because of the impurities found in the cells, as explained in the

section on Cell Descriptions.

Each group is discharged to 50 percent of its rated capacity (6 ampere-

hours). The discharge rates for the various groups are given in Table II. Those

groups which require less than 1 hour for their discharge remain on open circuit

for the remainder of the 1-hour discharge period.

Two cells in each of these groups are to be removed for parametric

failures. These cells are to be removed in the same manner as explained for

the cells removed in the Charge Strain-Race Test.

Cell Descriptions

As previously explained, the Charge Strain-Rate Test uses commercial

20 ampere-hour cells while the Discharge Strain-Rate Test uses commercial 6

ampere-hour cells. These cells had been purchased under a previous contract

(Contract AF 33(615)3701) and had been stored ahorted for over 3 years

before being used.

Because of the difficulties associated with the amount of carbonate
(9110)

and nitrate found in cells from previous experiments'I0), one 6 ampere-hour an6

one 20 ampere-hour cell were ;.ubjected to a chemical analysis for carbonate and

nitrate. Samples of positive electrodes, negative electrodes, and separators from
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each cell were analyzed. The results of these analyses were used to calculate the

total weighc of nitrate and carbonate in the cells as KNO3 and K CO The quantities

of carbcnate and nitrate found in the commi:cial cells are listed in Table III.

TABLE III. QUANTITIES OF KNO AND K CO IN COMMERCIAL CELLS
3 23

Total Weight Total Weight
Cell KNO3 , mg K2 CO3 , g

20 amp-hr 93 24.1

6 amp-hr 24 7.4

The quantities of impurities in the two cells are in about the same ratio as their

rated capacities and appear to be high enough that they could be detrimental to the

cells operation. Since no other cells were available, these commercial cells were

still used for the verification tests. Because of relatively large concentrations

of carbonate and nitrate, recommendations were made that the effect of carbonate

on charging voltages be taken into account by emphasizing matching of cells at

end of charge and by approwriate consideration of "charged qualities" in terms

of initially measured values.

Cell Characterization and Matching

In order to characterize and obtain the data required to match the

cells, both the 6 ampere-hour and 20 ampere-hour cells were subjected to the

following steps:

(1) Weigh cells and visually inspect for leaks.

(2) Charge at C/20 for 48 hours with 1.50-volt limit.

(C - manufacturer's rated capacity)

(3) Discharge at C/3 to 1.0 volt.

(4) Short with 1-ohm resistors for 16 hours then dead short

for 1 hour.

(5) Charge at C110 for 24 hours - record voltage.

(6) Discharge at C/2 to 1.0 volts- record voltage and time.
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(7) Short with 1-ohm resistors for 16 hours then dead short

for 1 hour.

(8) Charge at C/10 for 24 hours - record voltage and measure

internal resistance.

(9) Discharge at C/2 to 1.0 volts - mea•nre internal reaistance

and calculate capacities to 1.1 volts and 1.0 volt.

The results of these characterization and capacity determination steps are given

in Tables IV and V.

The cells were matched into groups using their capacities determined

In Step (9) and their internal resistances and charge voltages obtained in Step 8.

Test Apparatus

Once matched into six-cell groups, the cells were mounted in environmental

chambers on Plexiglas base plates. A thermocouple was placed on one side of the

cell in the approximate electrode center between the cell case and the retaining

plate. The cells were then wired in series to a charge-discharge cycling rack to

provide automatic testing. Figure 1 shows a circuit diagram of this test apparatus.

The apparatus requires testing the cells as a group with no facilities for auto-

matically disconnecting a cell if its voltage fall, below acceptable levels. A

group safety feature is provided such that the group will be open cIrcuited if the

group voltage falls below a preset limit.

The individual cell discharge voltages, individual cell temperatures,

group voltages and group currents are recorded on 24-point recorders. The voltage

rcicorders have been modified so that data are recorded only during the last 40 to

-j 45 seconds of each discharge. During this recording period, the speed of the

recorders Is such that one of the 24 recorder poir.ts is measured and recorded every

1.67 seconds, Thus, it takes 40 seconds to read all 24 recorder points.

Data Analysis

(9)
Because of the data problems previously discussed, a simplified method

of data handling was devised for the verification tests. As explained in the

previous section, individual ceil data are recorded only during the la3t 40

oeconds of each discharge cycle. This data, along with the discharge current %I
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and charge time to the Step 1 to Step 2 switchovers, are copied onto punch card

transcript forms daily. Once a week these punch card transcripts forms

are transferred to the Computer Science Center at WPAFB for card punching and

then computer analysis. The computer analysis consists of calculating the indi-

vidual cell qualities, an average group quality, and a group charging voltage

quality. The computer program then prints out the results o, these calculations

along with the cycle number, discharge current, and recording date for each

group by ascending cycle number. Once 200 cycles of data have been accumulated

for a group, average-cell-quality-values-versus-cycle,and group-charging-voltage-

quality-versus-cycle plots are made.

A new definition of electrical discharge quality was ieveloped for these

tests. This new definition is:

Ed + IR

ngIR (10)

where Eeod = the end-of-discharge voltage,

I - the discharge current in amps,

R - the initial internal resistance in ohms,

n - the number of hours required to fully discharge the

cell at Current I, a-d

- the specific capacity of the cell in grams per amp-hr.

This definition of quality has units of amps/gram. The definition was developed such

that it tends to be independent of charge or discharge rate and cell size. The

only experimental parameters left to assign for real quality measurements are (1)

the temperature and (2) the depth of discharge. The manufacturer's rated capacity

was used to determine the values of I, g, and the depth of discharge. The actual

capaciLy could have been used since the n and I exactly compensate one another

in the quality calculation. The values required for individual cell quality

measurements are given in Table IV and V. The individual cell failure qualities

are also calculated by Equation (10), except that 1.00 volt. compensated for IR,

was used instead of the end-of-discharge voltage (Ee),
eod I

Although the quality in Equation (10) is directly proportional to a corrected

end-of-discharge voltage, there are several important reasons for retaining the term

"quality". The first reason deals with the conceptual basis for quality and a need

to measure both initial values and their rates of degradation. A history of

requirement: for the development of a quality equation are presented in a special
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(10)
report "Rate of Discharge for Accelerated Life Tests of Nickel-Cadmium Ce.ls".

The second reason for using quality deals with the necessity of comparing the relults

of one test with the results of another. The need for having to specify such things

as cell sizes, charging rates, and discharging :ates have been taken into account

with the use of quality as defined in Equation (10).
The previously mentioned "group charging voltage quality" was calculated

by:.

I Qcv amps x time
V A (11)

where amps - Step 1 constant chaxging current In amps,

time time in hours required to reach the Step 1 to Step 2

switchover point, and

Al - ampere-hours removed during cycling tests.

This group quality was used in order to help relate the experimental results to a

theoretical framework for accelerated life tests.

Test Results

Table VI lists the status of the verification test groups as of June 7,

1972. All cell groups listed as cycling are actually on open circuit awaiting

safety features to be added to the cycling apparatuii. Once the safety features

have been added, the cycling of these groups will be resumed.

Group C-3 failed because of mechanical problems in the c~clng equipment.

The discharge relay for this cycling rack stuck closed during the discharge of

Cycle 244. As a result, the cells were subjected to an additional discharge of

about 335 ampere-hours before the group was manually put on open circuit. All

cells had burst their recaining plates and Cell 765 had ruptured. A small hole

was drilled into each cell to relieve the pressure buildup. All celi. are stored

in plastic bags awaiting further examination.

Two cells (752 and 772) of Group C-I also -urst their retaining plates.

Preliminary investigaclotns indicated the group was subjected to the high rate

(48.0 amperes) of charge for the entire 3-hour charge period. This overcharge

appears to have happened during Cycles 94, 95, and 96 before the group was open

circuited. There appeared to have been no other equipment malfunctions.
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TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF VERIFICATION TE'T GROUPS AS OF JUNE 7, 1972

Charge Current, Dicharge
Group SM13 Current, Status,
No. High LOW amp cycles

Charge Strain-Rate Trest

C-1 48.0 2.0 7.5 Cycling (97)

C-2 24.0 2.0 7.5 To be started

c-3 12.0 2.0 7.5 Failed (244)3

c-4 6.0 2.0 7.5 Cycling (791)

c-5 3.0 2.0 7.5 Cycling (1508)

Dilcharke Strainr-Kate Trest

D-1 3.0 0.6 3.0 Cycling (792)

D-2 3.0 0.6 6.0 Cycling (618) -

D-3 3.0 0.6 12.0 Cycling (560) 2

D-4 3.0 0.6 24.0 Cycling (301'

D-5 3.0 0.6 48.0 Cycling (171)
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A suggested explanation is that a thermal runaway condition existed

in which the temperature of the cells exceeded 70 degrees centigrade during charge,

and the switchover for the Step 1 to the Step 2 rate of charge was never reached.

If this explanation ia correct, the failure mechanism may be different from that

expected at normal charging rates, and a Iir.tt on stress levels may have been

identified for the first time on this resear h program. If poor controls were

responsible for the thermal runaway, then the test conditions were changed rather

than a limiting failure mechanism. Investigation of *he occurrence surrounding

this problem are continuing.

The results of the verification tests to date were used for prelimi-

nary estimates of the ecceleration factors for the various groups. These preliminary

results are listed in Table VII. Since the degradation of cell quality does not

appear to be linear, the accelcration factors listed in Table VII are expected to

change with c-cling. As a result, an iti-depth analysis of the data was not

performed for this report.
Several points concerning the data in Table VII need to be discussed as

follows: (1) The data indicate that boch the Charge Strain-Rate Test and Discharge

Strain-Rate Test should lead to valid accelerated tests. (2) The results of

Groaup D-3 appear inconsistent with other groaps the test. An examination of the

dat: showed experimental test problems which will need to be analyzed with regard te

tOe data. However, a separate entry was made in Table VII which shows that Group D-3

had the same change in quality but that it occurred in only half as many cycles.

If this correction is used, the overall trend becomes self-consistent. (3) The

acceleration factors are based on only two points per group and therefore will

require further data and physical analysis, (4) The results listed in Table VII
were obtained without the data manipulations required of previous tests.(9,10)

These encouraging results imply significant improvements have been. made in the

operations involved in both testing and in data collection.

Failure Analysis

A failure analysis will be performed on all failed cells in order to

demonstrate that the failure mechanism at a higher stress level is the same as

the failure mechanism at the lower, or normal, stress level. Table VIII lists

a failure analysis procedure which is recommended for use on the cells from

the Charge Strain-Rate and Discharge Strain-Rate tests. This procedure should

provide the data required to determine failure determinates. After the failure

determinates, the failure mechanisms should be determined. The results of the

failure analysis procedure should also assist in this determination of mechanisms.
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TABLE VIII. FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE FOR CELLS IN VERIFICATION TESTS

1. Physical Examination

1.1 Remove retainer plates, weigh cell, compare with original weight

1.2 Check leak, use 0.25 percent phenolphthalein solution

2. Electrical Performance

2.1 Replace retainer plates, taeasure open-circuit voltage
2.2 Measure internal resistance
2.3 Discharge at C/2 rate to 1.0 volu using the manufacturer's rated

capacity
2.4 Charge at C/10 for 24 hours with 1.50-volt limit, record time to

1.50 volts or voltage after 24 hours
2.5 Repeat 2.3
2.6 Repeat 2.4
2.7 Repeat 2.5
2.8 Check Zor internal shorts by:

(a) Discharge through 1-ohm resistor until cool
(b) Short terminals for 16 hours
(c) Charge 5.0 minutes at C/10 rate
(d) Read open-circuit voltage immediately and after 24-hour stand.

A decay of more than 0.10 volt indicates possible short.

3. Disassembly

3.1 Remove cell soan avoiding damage to internal components; note any
irregularities

3.2 Place electrode pack in Soxhlet extractor and extract the electro-
lyte for 48 hours under nitrogen atmosphere. Analyze the
extracted electrolyte for KOH and K2 CO3 by titrating with stan-
dard 1.0 N acid.

3.3 After removing the electrode pack from the extractor, dry the pack
at 60 C for 24 hours. Weigh the dry pack.

3.4 Place electrode pack between Lucite retainer plates clamped to hold
the cell tightly compressed. Place pack in beake:• with suffi-
cient 30 weight percent KOH to cover electrodes and separators.
Allow pack to soak foi 24 hours. Charge at C/3 rate for a time
equal to 1.5 times the discharge time of 2.7.

3.5 Discharge at C/2 rate in flooded state. Record potentials of posi-
tives and negatives again3t Hg/HgO reference eiectrode as func-
tion of time during discharge. Continue discharge until both
sets of electrodes have been fully discharged.

3.6 Disassemble electrode pack and note any irregularities such as A
burned or disc lored separator and damaged electrodes.
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During charge or discharge of sealed cells, the major portion of

gradients of pressure, voltage, temperature, oe concentration tends to exist

between electrodes. Therefore, it is reasoned that thicker electrodes will allow

more efficient use of active material over a longer period of time because the

number of gradients will be decreased and the severity of gradients will be

essentially unchanged. For the same reason, the physical strains ef depth of

discharge, heat content, volumes of gas, and charge densities can be increased

without any commensurate increase in degradaticn rates. The thicker substrates

and moderate pore filling both have to do with mechanical stresses. It is well

known, for example, that cadmium expands 230 percent In going to cadmium hydroxide.

Room must be allowed for this expansion to take place. A moderate pore filling will

allow a more effective use of material that is present without commensurate stref'

and strain on the mechanical structure of the porous elictrodes. The prolonged

final washing of electrodes to eliminate carbonate should also enable the

thorough removal of nitrate. Preliminary te3ts on thib program, using commercial

electrodes, showed a great deal of difficulty with the "nitrate shuttle". For

longer life cells, the extra precautions of removing all carbonates and nitrates

cannot be over emphasized. With regard to electrodes matching on the basis of

impregnation weight gains, it was reasoned that not all of the active materials

impregnated into electrodes are ever available as an electrical capacity. Con-

sequently, two electrodes which showed the same electrical capacity but differed

in weight gain would have a substantial difference in pore filling or a substantial

difference in some other property which limits the access to this active material.

It seemed logical to expect that if cells were matched on both electrical and

weight capacities, that the physical performance of electrodes in a cell would

tend to be more identical and therefore a combination of electrodes would tend

to be longer lived. Polypropylene separator was suggested because nylon separators

have been found to oxidize particularly under over-charge conditions. Separator

oxidation is the main source of carbonate pickup during use of sealed cells and

polypropylene is relativel:y stable to oxidation. The solid-nickel components and

mercury-grade potassium hydroxide are recommended because metallic and ionic

impurities are to be avoided in any cells having long life.
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The fabrication of these longer life cells was described in detail in the
Second Annual Report.(18) Plaques were made 0.060 inch thick with Type 287 carbonyl

nickel powder. The plaques were impregnated with nickel or cadmium hyiroxide

using a standard vacuum impregnation techniqje followed by cathodic polarization.

Five impregnation cycles were used for each electrode. The impregnated electrodes

were formed In excess 30 weight percent KOH containing 0.lN LIOH. After the

formation cyc.es were completed, the electrodes vere washed with 40 changes of

deionized water to insure zomplete removal of the KOH electroyte so as to prevent

any subsequent formation of K 2CO The electrodes were stacked between layers

of filter paper and vacuum dried for 3 days at 6J C.

The 3.0 x 6.0 x 0.060-inch plaques had an average weight of 35.8 grams.

Their average porosity was 78.0 percent with a standard deviation of 0.9 perzent.

The average weight gain after five impregnation cycles for the cadmium elect:rodes

was 26.9 gramr with a standard deviation of 1.1 grams. The average weight gain

after five impregnation cycles for the nickel electrode was 15.8 grams with a -

standard deviation of 0.9 gram. These figures correspond to a loading of 2 12 grams

of Cd(OH) 2 per cm3 of pore volume for the negative electrodes and 1.25 grams

of Ni(OH) 2 per cm3 of pore volume for the positive electrodes. Thesp loadings

are slightly higher than the loadings of 1.75 and 1.0 gram per cm of pore volume

used by Fleischer for the negative and positive electrodes respcctively.( 1 9 ) The

loadings in the present work correspond to 64.4 percent of the pcrous volume filled

with Cd(OH) of density 4.79 g/cm and 31.8 percent filled with Ni(O11)2 of density1
3 20)ca N(1)

3.94 g/cm3 . By comparison, the loadings of commercial cells calculated from
(4)

tear-down analysis data'4 were from 50 to 58 percent of the pore volume filled

with Cd(OH) 2 and from 42 to 55 percent of the pore volume filled with Ni(OH)2.

The lighter loading of the electrodes for use in the cells designed to 'v'- increased

life fulfills the third i-em above "moderate pore filling to lower mechanical
stresses".

Cells In Hermetically Sealed Cases

A small number of cells were fabricated in hermetically sealed cases I
to demonstrate the capability for complete cell fabrication at the Aero Pro-

pulsion Laboratory. These cells were assembled in stainless steel cans with

nichel seal covers. The cans and cover assemblies (part numbers 201A3019-22 and
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152B504AD-l, respectively) were purchased from the Battery Business Section of

the General Electric Company. Figure 2 shows a drawing of the cell and its

assembly details.

The sintered nickel plaques used in these electrodes had dimensions of

2.5 x 6 x 0.060 inches. Their average porosity was also 78 percent. The average

weight gain after five impregnation cyzles was 23.1 grams for the negative electrodes

and 11.3 grams for the positive electrodes. These figures correspond to a loading

of 2.56 grams of Cd(OH) 2 per cm of pore volume of the negative electrodes and

1.26 grams of NI(OH) 2 per cm of pore volume of the positive electrodes. Expressed

as perceit of the pore volt-me filled, these figures correspond to 53.7 percent for

the negative electrodes and 32.0 percent for the positive electrodes. Each of

these impregnate..d master plaques was cut into three electrodes after they were

formed in 30 weight percent KOH.

Electrolyte Volume in Sealed Cells. The decision of how much electrolyte

to use in a sealed nickel-cadmium cell which operates iii a Fiarved electrolyte

condition requires a number of conaiderations. If too litr:le electrolyte is

used, the cell will have a high internal resistance and a low ampere-hour capacity.

If much electrolyte is used, high internal pressures may occur because the
= (21)raL. oxygen recombination is decreased. Lunn and Parker have studied this

problem of how much electrolyte to add to sealed nickel-cadmium cells. They found

that the amount was critical to maintain both low internal resistance and low

internal pressure during charging. The optimum amount of electrolyte in their

study was equal to the volume that filled the pores of the plates plus about

25 percent of the total quantity retained by the separator after immersion in

the electrolyte and draining off the surplus. Care must be taken in the use of

such a rule of thumb because the state of charge wa3 not given by Lunn and Parker.

Fleischer(22) has stated that the rule of thumb for atteries for space applications

which contain polypropylene separators is to use a weight of electrolyte equal to

17 percent of the element weight. All such rules of thumb imply that certain otner

parameters cf cell design such as porosity, loading, and amount of separator are

within certain limits for the rules 0 be valid.

The average total weight of the elements in the demountable improved

cells (three negative eleccrodes, two positive electrodes, plus separator) was

175 grams. £he volume of 30 percent KOH of density 1.285 g/cm3 which correspond

to vatious percents of the element weight are
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3Percent of Element Weight Volume of 30% KOH, cm

15 20.2

16 21.8

17 23.2

S18 24.4

19 25.*8

3
The demountable improved cells were filled with 20.0 cm of 30 weight

percent KOH. According to the rule described above for calculating the quantity

of electrolyte (17 percent of the element weight), this was too little electrolyte.

However, in view of the fact that the electrodes in these cells were more lightly

loaded with active material than most commercial cells, it was felt that slightly
less electrolyte would be required.

The elements of these cells were almost dry to the touch when the cells

were disassembled during subsequent failure analysts. Furthermore. as is discussed

in connection with failure analysis, one cell which was inadvertently filled with

about 25 cm3 of electrolyte instead of 20 cm3 had a slightly lower initial internal

resistance and did not fail during its evaluation. For these reasons the hermetically

sealed improved cells should be filled with 25.0 cm3 of 30 weight percent KOH. A
3volume of 25.0 cm of 30 percent KOH would constitute 18.4 percent of the element weight

in the hermetically sealed improved cells.

Evaluation of Longer Life Cells

Cells in Demountable Cases

Four groups Gf five cells were selected and matcned for evaluation. One

of the groups was evaluated at each of the following temperatures: 40 C, 25 C,

10 C, and -5 C. The cycling regime for all four groups was the same. Cells

were charged at the C/2 rate until the group voltage averaged 1.45 volts per cell

at a temperature of 25 C. After reaching this voltage, the cells were switched to

the C/10 charge rate for the remainder of a three .hour charge period. The switzh-

over voltage was compensated for temperatures other than 25 C using a temperaturL

coefficient of -0.45 mV/deg C. Discharge was at the C rate for one-half hour,

followed by one-half hour of open circuit stand. Thus, the total cycle time was

four hours, three hours of charge, one-half hour of discharge, and one-half hour

of open circuit stand. Cell failure was defined as the coll's voltage falling
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below 1.1 volts, compensaited for tempera:ure and interual resistance, before

the end of the specified discharge time.

Cells were temoved from test at the end of discharge after they had

failed. It was planned -hat cycling of a group of cells would be terminated

when four cells had failed. However, since the cycling equipment was required

for the verification tests before all four groups had failed, the evaluation

of the demountable Improved cells was terminated before all groups had failed.

Nevertheless, it was shown that the improved cells had longer cycle lives than

did cells used for the temperature experiment under the same conditions. Following

is a summary of the results of the evaluation of the demountable improved cells

and the temperature-experiment cells made with commercial electrodes.

Operating Cycles to Failure Cycles to Failure

Temp., C Temp-Experiment Cells(a) Improved Cells

40 12 25

25 257 1169(a)

10 163 5 7 5 (b)

-5 81 7 7 2 (b)

(a) Test completed - four failed cells.

(b) Test terminated - two failed cells.

Failure Analysis. The following abbreviated failure analysis procedure

was used in the demountable improved cells which failed 3uring evaluation.

(1) Physical Examination

1.1 Weigh cell, compare with weight obtained after assembly.

1.2 Check leak, visually,by observing any crusty deposits.
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(2) Electrical Performance

2.1 Measure open circuit voltage.

2.2 Measure internal resistance.

2.3 Measure capacity of each set of electrodes according to

the following procedure. Charge at C/2 to replace exactly

the capacity removed during the last discharge on test.

(Since cells were removed from test at the end of discharge

cycle and the depth of discharge was 50 percent, the charge

time required in this step was one hour.) Record the poten-

tials of both electrodes with respect to the cell case as

a reference electrode during charge. Discharge at C/2 rate

until both electrodes are completely discharged as indicated

by their potential-time curves with respect to the case

reference electrode. Determine the limiting set of electrodes,

their capacity, and the excess capacity of the other set.

2.4 Check for internal shorts by (a) short cell terminals for

16 hours, (b) charge at C/10 for 5.0 minutes, (c) read open

circuit voltage immediately and after 24 hour using a meter

with an impedance of at least 100,000 ohms/volt. A decay

of more than 0.10 volt indicates a possible internal short.

(3) Disassembly

3.1 Open cell and remove cell element (electrode and separator

stack). Examine for burns, broken tabs, or other signs of

damage.

3.2 The element from the last cell which fails in each group

will have its electrolyte extracted in a Soxhlet extractor

and analyzed for KOH and K2 CO3 . The weight of the dry separator

after extraction will be compared with the initial separator

weight.

3.3 The separator from cells other than the last to fail in each

group will be removed from the element after Step 3.1 and

washed in deionized water and dried. Its weight will be com-

pared with its initial weight.

Due to lack of time and funds, the complete failure aralysis described

above was not performed on all the cells. In most cases, only the physical examina-
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tion and electrical performance portions were performed. The data obtained during

failure analysis are given in Tables IX, X, XI, And XII.

The data in these four Tables do not always indicate that a cell was

a failure because the capacities of both electrodes are greater than the 90 amp-

minutes required for discharge during cycling. However, these capacities are

measured to the knees of the discharge curves of the individual electrodes and

include cEpacity that was available for discharge at a voltage of less than

1.10 which was specified as the failure limit. For example, Cells 203, 210,

and 213 in Table X all have capacities greater than 90 amp-minutes, but their

capacities to a cell voltage of 1.10 were

Cell Capacity to 1.10 volts, amp-min

203 85.5

21G 88.5

213 96.0

Since the cells were required during test to provide 90 amp-mmn at a voltage

greater than 1.10, Cells 203 and 210 had definitely failed. Cell 213 would not

be considered a failure during the failure analysis procedure since it provided

96 amp-min at a voltage greater than 1.10 volts. However, the cell could possibly

have recovered during the time after it was removed from cycling so that it met

the requirements during failure analysis even though it did not meet them during

cycling.

During discharge, the potentials of both electrodes in each cell decreased

with resvect to the stainless steel case used as a reference electrode. The

decreases of electrode potential from the start of discharge until the cell voltage

reached 1.10 were

Decrease in Electrode Potential
Cell Negative, volts Positive, volts

203 0.08 0.24

210 0.05 0.24

213 0.05 0.24
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TABLE IX. FAILURE ANALYSIS DATA FOR DEMOUNTABLE IMPROVED CELLS
EVALUATED AT 40 C

Cell 202 205 208 221 224

Cycles to Failure 7 8 25 7 NF

Weight Chenge, g +0.4 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -2.4

Open Circtuit Voltage 1.17 1.21 1.22 1.10 1.18

Internal Resistance, milliohms

Before Cycling 8.8 6.5 7.7 4.8 5.1

After Cycling 21.3 16.1 16.8 10.9 5.0

Positive Capacity, amp-min 68.3 87.0 114.0 108.0 80.3

Negative Capacity, amp-min 208.5 243.8 303.0 81.0 606.8

Voltage Loss During Internal 0.62 0.18 0.17 0.85 0.14
Shorts Test

Electrolyte Analysis

KOH, g 8.60
K i : K2 CO3, g 0.*80
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TABLE X. FAILUPE ANALYSIS DATA FROM DEMOINTABLE IMPROVED C."'IS
EVALUATED AT 25 C

Cell 201 216 203 210 213

Cycles to Failure 317 317 1,169 1,169 1,169

Weight Change, g -0.2 -0.6 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5

Open Circuit Voltage 1.26 1.24 1.2.5 1.28 1.27

Internal Resistance, milliobma

Before Cycling 7.8 9.2 8.7 11.3 9.7

After Cycling 46.1 156.0 17.6 1L.2 11.1

Positive Capacity, amp-min 90.0 137.0 159.0 141.0 164.3

Negative Capacity, amp-mmn 210.0 69.0 288.8 347.3 422.3

Voltage Loss During Ihternal -- 0.52 0.21 0.16 0.07
Shorts Test
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TABLE XI. FAILURE ANALYSIS DATA FOR DEMOUNTABLE IMPROVED CELLS 
Al

EVALUATED AT 10 C

Cell 206 214 2J4 212 218

Cycles to Failure 236 236 575(NF) 575(NF) 575(NF)

Weight Change, g -0.3 -0.2 -0.5 0.0 -0.8

Open Circuit Voltage 1.23 1.26 1.23 1.23 1.22

Internal Resistance, milliohms

Before Cycling 5.1 7.1 4.4 8.7 7.3

After Cycling 9.1 8.7 3.1 6.5 7.9

Positive Capacity, amp-min 87.0 163.5 94.5 106.5 106.5

Negative Capacity, amp-min 315.8 385.5 274.5 307.5 420.0

Voltage Loss During Internal 0.77 0.36 0.08 0.64 0.35

Electrolyte Analysis

KOH, g 8.24

K2 Co3, g 11

f f
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TABLE XII. FAILUR ANALYSIS DATA FOR DEMOUNTABLE IMPROVED CELLS
EVALUATE•D AT -5 C

Cell 207 215 211 217 211)

Cycles to Failure 341 361 172(NF) 772(NF) 772(NF)

Weight Change, 8+0.2 +0.1 -0.5 0.0 -0.8|

Open Circuit- Voltage 1.24 1.24 1.26 1.26 1.26

Internal Resistance, milliohms

Before Cycling 4.5 7.9 6.6 3.3 4.1

After Cycling 5.6 7.2 4.5 2.7 2.2

Positive Capacity, amp-min 170.3 162.0 177.0 159.0 192.0

Negative Capacity, amp-min 356.3 336.0 381.0 304.5 550.5

Voltage Lose During Internal 0.31 0.83 0.13 0.91 0.06
Shorts Test

Electrolyte Analysis

KOH, g 7.77 12.11

K 2CO3, g 1.76 1.04
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These data lead to the conclusion that the failure determinant for these three

cells was loss of potcrtial at the positive electrode. The electrodes scill

had sufficient capacity as shown in Table X, but it was available only at a

potential below that required by the cycling conditions. Similar behavior was

observed in other cells used in the evalui i of demountable improved cells.

The electrolyte analyses show a slight increase in K2CO3 concentra-

tion over the electrolyte that was used to fill the cells. The K 2CO3 concentra-

tions in the electrolytes extracted from the cells after evaluation are in the

range of 40 to 90 g/l whereas the electrolyte with which the cells were filled

had a K 2CO concentration of 9.5 g/l. The increase in carbonate evidently

came from carbonate formed in the electrodes during prior operations even though

precautions were taken to minimize carbonate formation.

The analysis of Cell 219 evaluated at -5 C showed that it was filled with

more than 20 cm of electrolyte. Its internal resistance was the aecond lowest

prior to cycling and the lowest after cycling. Also it had not yet failed when

its evaluation was termirated. These facts suggest that the i._-t.:olyte volume
used in the demountable improved cells was somewhat less tr•.: ,!:tlmum.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The performance of the improved demountable cells was shown to be

superior to that of the cells used in the earlier Electrical Stress-Rate of Strain

and temperature experiments. This improvement in perforEtnce 13 thought to be

the result of at least 3 improvements: (1) polypropylene separators, (2) techni-

ques to minimize chemical impurities, and (3) thicker electrodes in the cells.

The same improvements were incorporated into the hermetically sealed

cells assembled at APL. Thus they are expected to have cycle lives similar to

the demountable cell, when operated under the same conditions. Based solely on
the problem encountered during assembly, two changes are recommendad in the

design of the hermetically sealed cells. (1) The width of the nickel combs

as shown in Figure 2 should be increased from onc-half inch to approximately

0.65 inch to make it stronger and less subject to deformation during assembly

of the electrode tabs into the slots in the comb. (2) The height of the .abs on

the outermosL electrodes should be increased sufficiently so that the tabs

of these electrodes can fit well into the slots in the combs. This means that

the tabs for the outermost electrodes must be higher than the tabs on the inner
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electrodes before assembly so that after assembly the bottoms of all electrodes

will be properly alined. Detailed measurements and drawings will be required

in order tc determine the correct height of tab for each electrode.

Evaluations. The performance of the hermetically sealed improved

cells will need to be evaluated and compared with the performance of commercial 6

ampere-hour cells by APL personnel or as part of a separate effort. The charge-

discharge regime planved for the evaluation is a typical near earth orbital

profile. The test temperature is to be 20 C. The total time per orbit for this
regime is 110 minutes of which 35 minutes is discharge and 75 minutes is charge.

A 50 percent depth of discharge is desired. Thus, the discharge rate must be 6/7

C in order to discharge 50 percent of the cell capacity in 35 minutes. Charging

is to be done at a constant current C/2 rate to a voltage limit selected on the

first cycle foll±wed by a trickle charge at a C/10 for the remainder of the

75 minute charge time. The voltage limit selected on the first charging cycle

will be that group voltage obtained after exactly 1 hour of charging at a
V1

C/2 rate.

z
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TASK III. SUPPORTING STUDIES

Any zesearch program which seeks to develop accelerated life tests for

objects as complex as sealed spacecraft batteries will require a great deal

more than a few simple experiments to establish valid tests. A theoretical

basis is necessary to gain acceptance of results by electrochemists and by

other physicists and physical chemists. A large amount of reliable data will

be desired. Ancillary knowledge such as thermophysical properties and statis-

tical methods must be considered and taken in account. A cognizance of relevant

published literature is more or less assumed to be a part of a research

program. Therefore, this section of the Final Report is to summarize some of

the activities and accomplishments from studies to support the main efforts

described as Tasks I and II of this program.

Task III (a). Facility Maintenance

The maintenance program developed for the Battery Section of the Aero

Propulsion Laboratory at WPAFB has beett descibed previously. (23) The purposes

of the program were to have each piece of equipment in a state of readiness to

perform Its intended functions with a minimum amount of preuse conditioning;

tn reduce the number of equipment failures; and to provide for speedy repair

when failures did occur.

A program was developed which consisted of the following four inter-

related parts: (1) record cf service--this consisted of a card-file system with

an entry for each piece of equipment. This system provided a means of reviewing

the history of a piece of equipment for regular and emergency services and for

deciding to continue to repair or to replace the item; (2) schedule of repeti-.

tive services--a schedule was developed which provided the periodic maintenance

and service required by the various pieces of equipment in the system; (3) ser-

vice procedures--4ritten service procedures were provided for each group of

equipments. These procedures included a list of steps for the servicing rou-

tine and emphasized any fea.ire that required special attention; and (4) inven-

tory of spare parts--an inventory of spare parts was maintained to provide a

list of components available and as an irdicator of when to purchase additional

parts.
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The system was later expanded to include a schedule and record of the

calibration service performed on equipmeritin the Batter) Section by another

group at APL. This additional section of the maintenance program included a

listing of all item. which required calibration, a schedule of calibration, and

a record of any service or calibration performed.

Task III (b). -Data Analysis

This data analysis section deuls with data coll~cted fr,-i simulated

orbital life zsts started under Contract AF 33(615)-3701 and continued under

this contract. Wo groups of cells (each consisting of 10 sealed nickel-

cadmium cells) were evaluated in each of the simulated syncnronous (24 hours)

and polar (5.31 hours) orbital routines. Some of the synchronous orbit cells success-

fully completed 1471 days or orbits about the earth with 414 charge-discharge
cycles during nine eclipse seasons. These cells were tested at a maximum 80

percent depth of discharge. Some of the polar orbit cells completed 929 calendar days

of operation representing 4180 orbits about the earth with 1152 charge--discharge

cycles during six eclipse seasons. The polar oribt cells were discharged at a

maximum 40 percent depch of discharge. 2Wo special reports( 2 4 ' 2 5 ) have been

published which contain all the information obtained from these orbital tests.

The special report entitled "Simulated Orbital Life Tests for Space- i
craft Cells, Part I. Procedures and Manually Acquired Data"'(24) contains infor-

mation regarding the preparation and matching of cells for life tests end the

subsequent life-testing routines for the sealed nickel-cadmium calls in simulated

synchronous &nd polar orbital applications. In essence, this Part I report- con-

tains all the manually acquired data such as capacity determinations, internal

resistance measurements, and failure analysis data. This report also describes

problems associated with testing, their possible affects on the cells, and

what corrective actions were taken. The failure analysis studies showed an
increase in carbonate level over uncycled cells and even over cells which had

been cycled but had not failed. It is believed that the increased carbonate?

levels were a result of oxidation of the separators by the charged positive

electrodes.

The second special report entitled "Simulated Orbital Life Tests for

Spacecraft Cells, Part II. Automatically Acquired Data, Review and Recommendations"( 2 5 )
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describes the content, availability, and recommended procedure for analysis

of the data automatically acquired during 4-1/2 years of simulated orbital life

testing. Analysis of the data by the empirical, L•atistical, and physical

methods is recommended. The approach each of these methods would use is

describcd( 2 5 )

Task III (c). Stress-Strain Models

Some of the important starting aspects of this subtask were summarized under

Task I and "A Physical Basis for Accelerated Life Tests". The concluding situation

is summarized in Table XIII. This supporting effort on modeling continued piecemeal

through the entire program because the ideas of stress and strain are seldom generalized

for use by electrochemists or in other nonmechanical subjects. Even so, important

progress appears to be in the making in the sense that the third version of generalized

stresses and strains in Table XIII appears to be more generally applicable than is the

starting generalities in Table I. Onsager and Tribus relations appear to have all the

necessary and sufficient conditions for understanding and designing suitable acceler-

ated life tests. If something happens to batteries that cannot be handled with thoie

fundamental relations, it appears that catastrophic events must be turned to for

explaining failures. By "catastrophic event" it is meant an accidental impact or

similar unpredictable event. Conversely, the Onsager and Tribus relations appear

- sufficient to explain any foreseeable aging processes. Even so, a large amount of

additional work appears to be needed and justified, Some suggestiona for further

work are as follows:

* Quantitative nuntoers for the Onsager and Tribus co-

efficients need to be experimentally determined. Special

and careful experimentation will be required.

* The use '- three-dimensional stress, strain, strain-rate,

and inertial mass concepts for surface tension and other

surface phenomena need to be explored.

0 A correction for gaseous viscosities needs to be studied

further as a more correct explanation for deviations from

the. ideal gas law than is the present use of "Van der Waal

forces". The fact that gas-vl.scosities do not approach zero

values at zero pressure needs to be explained.

* Appropriate amount factors and intensity factors for thermal

energy need to be established. The concepts of temperature
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TABLE XIII. TH.RD VERSION OF GENERALIZED STRESS-STRAIN AND STRESS-STRAIN RATE RFLATIJNSHPI

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Spring Spring Daehpot Dashpot Inertial

Enefy Amount Intensity Analog Anahg of Analog of Analog of Hasi
Form a) Factor(1) Factor C of Straind Stress(d) Strain Rat(e) Stren(L ) Anjleg(f)

Row I Hechotical Volume, V Prescure, P VdP dV dP d
2VV a~dt dx P k!•2

Row 2 Electricil Charge. Q Voltage. E .EE V.dt dx 4E - k2 d
VLd dE d2

Row 3 Thermal Heat. q Temperature, T .dT AdAT dT AT
v a'dt dx dt
dav dw:a d v (,%v - d

'Homentum. mv!) (Velocity, v?) Tv .dt-? dx? dr
2 
?

dm dedm d (4c "

Row 4 Chemical Holes, H Concentration. [C] d"c] ad-- dxc k-dt2

(a) Energy forms associated with pe'fertance and aging of batteries.
(b) Generalized displacements.
(c) Generalized forces.

n-Row 4
(d) TrIbus Relations: Strain, - kn(stress)n.

n-Row I

n-Row 4

(e) Cneager Relations: (Strain Raroe)! - kn(stresa)n.
n-Row 1

(f) Generalized Inertial Forces - Gereralized Accelerations.

Preceding page bWank



and c•'.ulpy are well estatlished,but early controversies

have never been settled. The use of "momentum" and "velocity"

as proper amount and intensity factors, respectively, has

been suggested. (7) A concerted effort by several persons

appears to be desirable for making progress in a technical

field of such magnitude as; thermal energy.
Versions of stress-strain relationships should be sought
thac have more oniversal aprlicability then those in

Table XIII.

In the mean time the various terms in Row 1 of Table XIII are related to

pressure and volume relationships for gases or to pressure-volume relationships

for osmotic affects through separators or through pressure-volume relationships

during the expansion and contraction of active materials. In Row 2, the spring

analog is related with depth of discharge whereas the dashpot analog is related to

rates of discharge as measured in current densities. In Row 3, the spring analog

refers to heat-capacity relationships where as the dashpot analog is related to

heat-conduction phenomena. In Row 4, the chemical analogs have to do with Fick's

difusicn laws. The ratio of spring and dashpot constants leads to so called

time constants which characterize the rate at which steady-state conditions tend

to be reached.

Task III (d). Thermophysical Properties

During this contractural period three special reports and two jour-

iial publications have described work done pertaining to temperature effects in

nickel-cadmium batteries. (9,13,14,15,16)

"An Annotated Bibliography of the Thermal Properties of Primary and

Secondary Cells" (13) gives complete details and condensed tabulations of pub-

lished knowledge in six sections:

Section 1. Thermal conductivity, resistance data, and resistance-

capacitance networks

Section 2. Specific he.-t and heat capacity data

Section 3. Enthalvy, entropy, and temperature coefficient of EMF data

Sectkmn 4. Heat-generation prediction and measurement

Section 5. Thermal design of cells and batteries

Section 6. Envirotnerital temperature cffects on cell or battery

operation and life
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All the information is indexed by Subject, Author, and Facility. The report,

therefore, is a good resource for both designers and users of batteries.

Another special report on "The Thermal Conductivity of Sealed Nickel-

Cadmium Cells" gives practical information for calculating thermal properties of
-(14)

S• cells and batteries. Conclusions of that work are summarized next, where

"Types I, II, III, or IV" refer to commercial 20-ampere-hour cells frcm four

different manufacturers.

In the x-direction (perpendicular to the plane of the electrodes)

the measured conductivities of cell Types I, II, and III are in the range

0.0026 through 0.0038 cgs unit, and average 0.0030 cgs unit. The measured

k value for cell Type IV in comparison is 0.0086 cgs unit. The predictedx

(calculated) average conductivity for all four types of cell is 0.0025 +

0.0004 cgs unit. The high k value cell Type IV remains unexplained.

In the y-direction (parallel with the plane of the electrodes) the

cell conductivities are quite dependent on the presence of gas gaps and the

amount of wetted separator extending beyond the edges of the electrodes. Even

so, the calculated k values for the Type I, II, and III cells agreed with
y

"easured values to within ±8 percent. Values measured are in the range 0.0056

through 0.0071 cgs unit, while predicted values are in the range 0.0047 through

0.0067 cgs unit. In calculating and predicting cell thermal conductivities,

the networks given in previcus reptvrts were combined with the conductivity data

for individual constructional materials and with the conductivity for the

"active" materials.

The thermal anisotropy of the cells, as given by the ratio k /kx,

-:aries according to cell type, and values in the range 1.76 through 2.63 are

obtaincd. Values in the range 2.34 through 20 have been reported in the liters-

ture. It is postulatid that the anisotropy of the cells is largely dependent

on the presence of gas gaps at the cell edges and bottom. If large gaps exist,

a low conduc-ivity value is expected, and vice versa. Thermal-conductivity

measurements can therefore identify the presence of gaps, which otherwise is

difficult. Neutron radiography might be used to identify gaps, but such an

application has not been found in the literature.

The conductivity of a nickel-cadmium cell appears to increase with

increasing state of charge, up t. full charge, in approximately a linear

manner. The measured differences between discharged and 105 percent recharged

cells are about 12-14 percent, and the experimental error is estimated to ýi

about +5 pcrcent. Originally it was hypothesized that the increase in con-

ductivity of charged cells might be due to the higher proportion of metallic
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cadmium (of high relative conductivity) in the charged negative electrodes.

Hewever, measurements on individual charged and discharged electrodes do not

substantioce this hypothesis. Instead, the changes in conductivity of the

individual electrodes are attributed to a redistribution of electrolyte.

Because most heat is usually ge.ierated during discharge, and because

it is easier to measure discharged cell conductivities, the conductivity values

given for discharged cells or electrodes are recommended for thermal analyses.

The thermal resistance of the heat-transfer path in the x-direction

was calculated to be the lowest of any of the paths considered. A low value

for R ensures that most of the heat generated can be dissipated by heat inksx
on the yz faces (i.e., on the sides parallel with the electrodes). Therefore,

these yz faces should be relatively large compared with the xz faces (cell

edges). However, the present research program has shown that the measured con-

ductivity in the y-direction is greater than in the x-direc, nn for the cells

studied. Therefore, heat extractiun in the y-direction, through tule x7 faces,

could be more efficient than in the x-direction, through the yz faces, depend-

ing upon the relative magnitudes of the xz and yz face areas, and the measured

k and k conductivity values.x y
Experiments with six-cell battery modules show that the packing

arrangement of the cells in the modules has a noticeable effect on the termper-

ature distribution throughout the modules during cycling because of the thermal

anisotropy of the cells. Thermal-resistance networks set up for the battery

modules, which include the battery hardware, enable the temperature distribu-

tions throughout the modulea to be estimated and the approximate overall

module temperature changes to be calculated. The most efficient stacking

arrangement is found to be primarily a function of Lhe thermal anisotropy of

the inaividual cells. However, the type of external battery or cell surfaces

available for heat extraction is another Important factor to be considered.

In constructing batteries, the Individual cells should be thermally

matched as well as electrically matched. Ilie two thermophysical parameters

which should bematched are the overall Lhermal resistance, R,, and capacitance,

CT. If, in a battery, these are matched as closely as possible, then the

thermal time constant for each cell (the product of RT and CT) will be similar

also. Simple experimental procedures for determining RT and CT have been

_ outlined in the special report. However, if it is not practical to perform

1hese tests, the cells could be matched by measuring the temperature rise

on discharge under some arbitrarily chosen conditions and cells showing

similar temperature changes should be used in the battery if alno electrically
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Smatched. Te result of teml matching cells will be a more-balanced

battery operation. All cells should be subjected to similar temperature

excursions so that all cells in a battery will have a better chance of coming
to a state of full charge or discharge at the same time, thus avoiding the

development of electrical mismatch.

A third special report relating to thermephysical properties was

the earlier mentioned report on "Temperature and Temperature Gradients for

AcceleraLed Life Tests of Nickel-Cadnsium Cells".0 ) Similar use of temperature

information was made in the special report "Pate of Discharge for Accelerated

Life Tests of Nickel-Cadmium Cells".(I 0 ) These reports are mentioned here be-

cause the experiments described therein depended greatly on these supporting

studies on thermophysical properties. Thus, the experimental cells in unmount-

able cases all had specially made heaters in them. Half of the cells had the

heaters off and half had the heaters on, at preselected settings so that their

internal temperatures were at a constant + 40 C regardless of environmental

temperatures from + 40 to -20 C. The successful execution of these plans and

the observed agreement between actual and predicted temperature gradients gave

evidence and confidence to the "RC-Network" approach to thermal analysis for

sealed cells which has been developed in this Subtask III (d).

Task III (e). Literature Review

Published information relating to nickel-cadmium and other aspects

of battery technology was collected, organized, and indexed through tK: Battery

Information Index (B1I). This information effort was originally initated under

Contract AF 33 (615)-3701 and continued under the present Contract F33615-69-C-

1537. Information activities during the present program resulted in the reduc-

tion of practice of those recommendations suggested in the earlier research
(26)

contract.

Development of the BII is summarized in the following sections:

(1) Growth and Status, (2) Subject ldexing and Purging Procedures, and

(3) Retrieval Techniques.

Growth and Ftatus

The Battery Information Index contains approximately 2200 documents

relating to aerospace battery technology. Input is restricted to professionally

selected documents containing technical information deemed useful or relevant to
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TABLE ZIV • SOURCE CLASSIFICATION OF BATTERY
INFORMATION INDEX (INCLUDES
BATTERY DOCUMENTS B-I THROUGH
B-2189

U.S. Journal Articles 248

Foreign Journal Articles 140

U.S. Patents 280

Foreign Patents 84

Books 29

Government Reports 1,051

Industrial Literature 15

Symposium Papers 338

Bibliographies 4

Total 2,189
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the contractural work topics. Table XIV shows a breakdown of source classifications

that have yielded useful input for the BII. Approximately half of the documents

in the system are government reports. Journal articles, bibliographies,

s)yposium papers, and books of the type expected in libraries contribute an

additional 35 percent. The other holdings are industrial literature and

patents.

Growth of the BII is shown from statistics on index pagination as

presented in Table XV. These figures refer to a hard copy version of all indexes

containing approximately 50 single-spaced lines per page. The subject, author,

facility, and contract numbers indexes are all given in a single-column format.

The June, 1972, statistics indicate these four indexes required 163 pages and

contained approximately 8'50 index entries. In addition, patent numbers are

presented in a double-column format. Five pages with 2 columns per page and

50 lines per page giveo about 500 index entries. Both AD- and N-Numbers are

presented in a three-column format. Ten pages of 150 items per page gives

1500 index entries. -be approximate total of individual entries in the June,

1972, index is 8150 + 500 + 1500 or 10,150 index entries. The June, 1972,

index provided coverage for 2189 documents. Therefore, the number of indexing

terms per document averages abott 4.6. Table XVI shows a comparison of average

numbers of terms per document in earlier indexes. The amount of indexing has

not changed significantly.

Subiect Indexing and Purging Procedures

.ill of the subject entries presently in the index have been tech-

nically approved by professional members actively working on Air Force battery

projects. The subject indexing policy adopted for the BII is: (1) Any tech-

nical member of the project may enter any or all terms he considers to be

useful retrieval tools, (2) Those terms, in essence, belong to him (for as long

as he is associated with the project), (3) Subject entries may not be deleted

or modified without the approval of the engineer who originally entered them

into the system, and (4) The resulting subject index is a list of technically

approved terms that tend to be "standardized" by engineer usage rather than by

a formal thesaurus.

During 1971, a monitoring procedure was initiated tc provide a con-

tinuous quality control for terms listed in the subject index. In an effort to

retain consistency of term format; informal memoranda were sent to project
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TABLE XVI. AVERAGE NUMBER OF INDEXING TERMS PEA DOCUMENT
IN BII SYSTEM

Number of Number of Average Number of
Index Updates Pages Index Entries Terms/Document

July, 1970 (B-i through 125 7,450 4.7B-1580)

March, 1971 (B-I through 165 9,400 5.1
B-1814)

June, 1971 (B-i through 167 9,550 4.9
B-1925)

September, 1971 (B-i through 167 9,550 4.7
B-1993)

June, 1972 (B-i through 178 10,150 4.6
B-2189)

15,
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members from the information specialist to seek approvals for deletion or for

modifications of terms which were e-iginally entered into the subject index.

The distribution of approximately 175 memoranda resulted in over 140 approvals

for term revisions and only 6 disapprovals. This method of initiating and

approving indexes appears to be a practical solution to information obsolescence

and redundancy. The effectiveness of this procedure is reflected in the

September, 1971, index update (Table XV). Notice chat the subject index contained

three pages (approximately 150 terns) less than the previous revision even though

index coverage was provided for an additional 179 battery documents. The reduc-

tion of index pages was accomplished b,' the deleLion of approximately 200 terms

(feedback from informal memoranda) and the addition of approximately 200 new

index terms from recent inputs. Table XVII shows changes in numbers of index

entries resulting from usage of purging procedures.

Consideration was given to future subject indexing procedures that

would ensure high quality retrieval from larger reservoirs of information con-

taining numerous technical areas of battery technology. The following procedures

were discussed and demonstrated to echnical members on the project: (1) cate-
gorical indexing, (2) permuted indexing, and (3) reduced permutation indexing.

It was concluded that technical persons consider some of these procedures to

be outside their area of interest. Technical persons prefer to have their own

indexing formats with guidance and help from an informati.on specialist.

Retrieval Techniques

Retrieval of information from the BII is accomplished in the follow-

ing manner:

Step I. Identification of battery document by E ber

from one of seven indexes provided on --crofiche

The seven separate indexes include: (a) Subjects,

(b) Authors, (c) Facilities, (d) Government Contract

Numbers, (3) Patent Numbers (both United States and

foreign, (f) AD-Numbers to Government reports, and

(g) N-Numbers to Government reports. All indexes

are updated quarterly.
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TABLE XVII. INITIAL RESULTS OF INDEX PURGING PROCEDURES

June, 1971, September, 1971, June, 1972,
Complete Index Coplete Index Complete Index
New New New

Index Type Entries(3)Deletions Entries(a)Deletions Entries(a)Deletions

Authors 100 0 5 0 123 0

Facilities 19 0 5 0 25 0

Subjects 257 32 200 188 284 142

N-numbers 19 0 16 0 16 0

AD-numbers 10 0 13 0 12 0

PatenL numbers 33 0 36 0 33 0

Contract numbers 10 0 4 0 13 0

(a) New entries are compietely new indexing terms and are not to be considered
as additional B-numbers added to prr=viousiy existing terms.
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Step 2. Verification of selected battery document from

total Accessions List on microfiche or from

abstract card files.

Step 3. Retrieval of document by B-Number from microfiche

report file or from hard-copy document file.

Usees dev lop a skill in retrieving information from the BII as they

gain familiarity and experience with the system. A given battery document mty

be retrieved through any of the above seven indexes depending upon the starting

information. While it is true that any of several indexes will deliver the

needed B-Number, it is also true that usage of combined indexes will provide

B-Numbers faster depending upon the amount of available starting information.

Retrieval of battery information by usage of combined indexes is described in

detail on pages 73-76 of Technical Report AFAPL-TR-70-44 Part II.

F: 4
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APPENDIX A

RECOMENDED CELL DESIGN FOR MAXXIMIU'M PERFORMANCE AND LIFE
RECONMiENDED ACCELERATED TEST PROCEDURE

This appendix is written in fulfillment of that port of paragraph 2.6

of the statcment of work which states "submit as appendixes to the Final Re-

port, a 'Ceil Design for M11ximum Performc-nce and Life' and an 'Accelerated Test

Procedure"'. Even though the experimental verification tests have not been

zompleted, the reco-amiended cell design and test procedures are based on infor-

mation received to date from this program.

The recommended design of cells is described in this report under the

section entitled "Task II. Increased Battery Life". As explained in that Task II

section, the fabrication of the cells is described in detail in the Second Annual
Re~rt(18'

Reirt (18 pages 32 through 35. AUlthough, the specifications given are for 6-ainpere-
hour hermetically sealed cells, the actual dimensions will depend upon the size of

cell required to fulfill .lie power requirements given for t'e typical near-earth

orbital profile previously described under Evaluations in Task II.

Two chana~es are recommended in the previously mentk.oned design of

hermetically sealed cells. (1) Tie width of the nickel :ombs shown in Figure 2

of this report should be in.creased from 1/2 inch to approximately 0.65 inch to

make them stronger and less subject to deformatior during assembly of the electrode

tabs into the slots of the comb. (2) The height of the tabs on the outermost

eletctrodes should be increased sufficiently so that the tabs of these electrodes

can fit well into the slots in the combs. This height adjustment means that the

tabs for the outermost electrodes m-ist be longer than the tabs on the inner

electrodes before assembly so that after assembly the bottoms of all elerctrodes

will be properly alined.

After the cells are assemblied, they should '-e filled with a volume

of 30 percent KOH (density of 1.285 g/cm 3) equivalent to 18.5 percent ol their

element weight. The element weight is the total dry weight of the separator

and the positive and negative electrodes, The cells shoold stand for at least

24 $-ours after adding the electrolyte before proceeding with the electrochemical

conditioning.
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After the 24-hour stand, the cells should be subjected to the follow-

ing steps to condition and set the state of charge of the cells:

Step 1. Charge for 6 hours at C/3 rate or until a voltage

limit of 1.5 is reached.

Step 2. Discharge at C/3 rate to zero volts.

Step 3. Charge at C/3 rate for exactly 5.0 hours and seal.

Measure cell voltage within 2 minutes of end-of-

charge.

Step 4. Determine capacity by the discharge time to 1.0

volt at the C/3 rate.

Step 5. Charge at C/3 rate for 3 hours and measure internal

resistance.

The cells should then be matched into groups primarily according to

the capacity determined in Step 4 above. Secondary consideration should be

given to internal resistance (Step 5) and the end-of-charge voltage (Step 3).

ACCELERATED TEST PROCEDURE

The normal stress level or conditions for an accelerated life test

are represented by Group 1 in Table XVIII. The remaining groups in Table XVIII

represent the recoinended accelerated test for a typical near-earth orbital

profile.

Each group should consibt of eight cells, three of which should be

removed during the course of the tests. One of the three cells should be re-

movea after its quality had degraded by one-fourth of its original-minus

failure-quality. A second cell should be removed after its quality degraded

by one-half and the third cell removed after its quality had degraded by three-

fourths. The cells to be removed from each group should be selected randomly

prior to starting the tests.

Each group should be t.ested in a 110-minute orbit consisting of 75

minutes o' charge and 35 minutes allotted for discharge. Those groups not re-

quiring 35 minutes of discharge should be placed on open circuit to complete

the allotted 35 minutes of discharge time. All groups should be tested at a

48.7 percent depth of discharge, The charge should consist of a C/2 charge
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TABLE XVIII. RECOMMENDED ACCELERATED TEST PROCEDURE

BASED ON 6-AMPERE-HOUR SEALED NICKEL-
CADMIUM CELLS

Induced
Chamber Temperature Discharge Discharge

Group Temperature, Gradient, Charge Rate Current, a) Time,
Number C C Step 1 Step 2 amps min

1 20 none C/2 C/10 5 35.0

2 20 Ditto Ditto Ditto 10 17.5

3 20 it " " 20 Z.8

4 20 " " " 40 4.4

5 20 " " " 80 2.2

6 20 40 C/2 C/10 5 35.0

7 20 40 Ditto Ditto 10 17.5

8 20 40 " " 20 8.8

9 20 40 if it 40 4.4

10 20 40 " I 80 2.2

(a) Depth of discharge should be 48.7 percent for all groups.
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rate to a selected group voltage limit and then a C/lO charge rate for the

remainder of the 75 minute charge period. The group voltage limit should be

selected on the first cycle by charging the cells at the C/2 rate for 1 hour.
The group voltage after this 1-hour charge should then be used during sub-

sequent cycle3 as the switchover point from the C/2 to the C/1O rate of charge.

All groups should be tested in an environmental chamber with its in-

ternal temperature set at 20 degrees centigrade. Each cell in Groups 6 through 10

should then have an induced temperature gradient supplied by an external heater.

This heater should be set to provide a temperature of 40 degrees centigrade on one

of the cell case slides parallel tý the face of the cell's electrode pack. A heater
of the type previously described23 would seem to be suitable for this application.

To provide data required for analysis of this experiment, the

current, group voltage, individual cell temperatures, and individual cell

voltages should be recorded. Also, the charge time during C/2 rate should be

measured and recorded. The cell temperatures should be measured by a thermo-

couple placed on the cell case side opposite the external heater. The cell

voltages should be recorded within the last 20 seconds of the end of discharge.

In fact, this time should be as close to the end of discharge as possible.

The C/2 charge time should be used to calculate a "group charging

voltage quality" by the equation:

amp s x time
cv AH (A-l)

where

amps= C/2 constant charging current in amps,

time time in hours required to reach the C/2 to C/10

switchover point,and

AH ampere-hours removed during cycling tests.

This calculation can be used as an indication of changes in the charging

quality of the group of cells and of charging efficiencies.

Primary life predictions from the tests should be based on the

"electrical discharge quality" of the cells. This "quality" should be cal-

culated from the equation:
Ed + IR

QE ngIR ' (A-2)
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where

E eod the end-of-discharge voltage,

SI =the disc* rge current in amps,
SR the initial internal resistance in ohms,

n = the number of hours required to fully discharge

the cell at current I, and

g = the specific capacity of rhe cell in grams

per amp-hr.

This definition of quality has units of ampsigram. The manufacturer's rated

capacity of the cells under test should be used to determine the values of

I, g, and the depth of discharge.

The individual cell failure qualities should also be calculated by

Equation (A-2), by uzing 1.00 volt, compensated for IR. in place of the end-

of-discharge voltage (Eo).
cod

During the testing of the cell groups, predictions should be made

concerning their expected life. One method for making such predictions con-
(27)

cerns parametric failures and is described olsewhere. These predictions

should be made by -,ing the cells' initial quality and failure quality cal-

culated with Equf i (A-2).

All parametric failures, actual cell failures and the cells remain-

ing at the conclusion of the test should be subjected to the failure analysis

procedure listed in Table VIII of this report. The purpose of the failure

analysis procedure is to determine whether the failure mechanisms are the

same at all stress levels. One requirement for a valid accelerated life test

is that the failure mechanism is the same at all stress levels.

Also after the tests have been completed, acceleration factors should

be determined for each group based on the normal stress of Group 1, Table XVIII.

The presently rec.om•nended method for determining the acceleration factors is

described in this report in the section entitled '"Verific~tion Tests, Test

Results". The studeu--T test i, recommended to calculate confidence levels for

the accelerated test procerre recommended in Table XVIII.

The c:¾%,-,riment just described is the recommended test procedure for a

typical near-earth orbital profile. If for some reason the cells, equipment., or
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monies were not available to run this experiment, a minimal experiment would be tc

test Groups 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 with five cells instead of eight. This minimal

experiment would provide only the minimum amount of statistical information

involving two extrapolations and would not provide the electrochemist with the
type of information he would like from such an experiment as was recommended.
This minimal experiment would provide testing at the most stressful conlitions

F (Group 10) and a means to relate this information back to the normal or operational

test conditions (Group 1).

With the above information and the cited references, sufficient detail

is believed to be available to permit a skilled technician to carry out the

recommendations.
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